This bill is only for the purpose to get citizens to NOT purchase guns PERIOD. Once again this bill is in an attempt to rid the AMERICAN PEOPLE of their 2nd amendment rights.

Get your facts right! More folks are killed with knives, baseball bats, golf clubs and other objects including aggressive driving than they are with guns.

Simple truth is that PEOPLE KILL NOT the Object Used.

One day Radical Liberal Socialist Democrats will be voted out of CT and we will then start on making this State Great Again. These folks ruin Towns, Cities, States and Our Country. Quit letting criminals out of jail, Quit giving drug addicts needles and crack pipes and Quit allowing Sanctuaries for Ill-Legal Immigrants. Let the TRUTH and the FACTS be KNOWN.

By the way Quit Spending our money needlessly, get rid of Special Interests, Balance the budget and start reducing taxes. Many thousands of folks are moving out of this state and How Much in Lost Tax Revenue is that. Wake up and see the light.

Taxing ammo and trying to get rid of our guns WILL NOT KEEP US SAFE! PERIOD!

Bad people DO NOT FOLLOW the LAWS and they could not care less about them.

Have a nice day,

Tom Rippchen
115 Norton Lane
South Windsor, CT